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Let c3 be the group of isometrics ofthe 2-sphere, the Euclidean plane or the hyperbolic plane, 
iheqpup of s%&aiities o,f the Euclidean piitne or the group of Miibius transformations of the 
a-sphere, Ineach instance we determine which conjugacy lasses in 0 are ama.lgamatcrd when we 
abw conjugation ofthe elements ofG by homeomorphisms of the space on which G acts. Our 
results are related to recent work on the homeomeric classification f two-dimensional p tterns. 
AM&. Subj. Class, (1980): Primary SlN30.; Secondary 54E40,57S25 
homeomeric classification f patterns 
Let X be a metric .bpace with isometry group G. A pattern in X i$, roughly 
speaking, a subset P of X together with the *subgroup H of G u-G&sting of 
those isometries which permute the points of P, Two patterns {:.P, 3) and (P’, H’) are 
called ~OHWMW& if there is a homeomorphism h :X+X such that Ph = P’ and 
Hk = HP. 
In [4] and references cited there, Gaiinbaum and Shephard introduce the notion of 
homeomeric equivalence and demsnstratr: it to be very useful in classifying patterns 
on the sphere and iir the Eluclidean piane, Were we account for some of the 
intuitive agymal of this concept by showing the extent s which itt is tme, at ‘least in 
the spherical and Euclidean context, that when a homeomsrphism h conjugates 
an isome&,v g to an isumetry g’== K”lgh th 
We sh&rt that the *situation is differen 
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rm a subgroup of index two in the full 
e elements in this group dkp vary with 
tways intersect and therefore the 
the Euclidean plane two lines 
uti of two reflecti.ons is a rotation or 
inte rscct or carry parallel rays or have 
a common perpendicular nd accordingly tile product of two reflections i a rotation, 
parallel displatiment or translation. A spherical rotaxion has two fixed points and a 
Euclidean or hyperbolic rotation has only one. The other direct isometries have no 
ti ink 
On the sphere a rotatory reflection is the commuting product of a rotation and a 
reflection. In the Euclidean or hyperbolic plane a glide reffectiiin is the commuting 
product of a translation and a reflection. 
Xf we model spherical ometry on the Riemann sphere, Euclidean geometry in 
ometry in the open unit disk /zf <. 1, then we can 
various types of isometrics. 
The x-axis is a line in all three geometries and its reflection is @Jen by z + Z. All 
JX?. 1 Vih / Two-dinwwhal isometrics 10;’ 
TO’ filtiiah protidhg conjugacy class representatives for the isometrics of the 
sphem, we observe that reflection in the equator is given by t + (z)” and therefore: 
therotrtt4Z4-y reflections are conjugate to precisely. one of 2 -+ eiQ)-‘, 0 < # z+z 7t, 
j In the ~u~~~ean*trlane,,,trar Isla ions of the same length are mutually conj 
%+&~-C3d, &is’O;, repr&ts the~3ass of length d and z 3 2 + 4 represents 
reflections with tianslation.of length d. The dilatation z 3 kz, Eg. >0, is a Euclidean 
&&aritywith scalefactor k, By using the dilatation with scale factor d-l we can 
conjugate translations of leng $h d to z -) z + 1 and glide reflections of length d to 
x-,Z+L 
In some situatiot s it is nlitural to regard the similarities as the basic group 
detemiining Eucliderm geometry. We might hen want o know what happens when a 
similarity is conjugated to a similarity by a homeomorphism. In preparation for 
answer@ this question wc now list representatives of the conjug cy classes within 
the simil@ies. In addit_ion to the isometrics treated already there are th4= proper 
similarities with SC& factor different from one. Every proper similarity has a unique 
tied point and can be written as the commuting product of a dilatation 
and an islometry with the same fixed point. If a proper similarity is opposite it 
is a dilative reflection and conjugate to one of z -+ kf, 0 6 k # 1. If a proper 
similarity is direct it is a dilative rotation and conjugate to one of z + k e”‘z, 
O<k#1,,0+-Ir. 
To complete our description of the hyperbolic isometries it is convenient to switch 
models aind work in the upper half plane z = x +iy, y > 0. Here the parallel 
displacements are all conjugate to z + z + 1. There are one-parameter families of 
ccmjugwy classes in translations and in glide reflections. The classes related to 
translation through the hyperbolic distance d can be represented by z +kz and 
z + - kf respectively with k = ed > 1. 
“fhe finst set of tables ummarizes our information on coniugacy classes different 
from that of the identity in the spherical isometries, Euclidean lsometries, Euclidean 
similarities and hyperbolic isometrics, In the tables we follow Coxeter [4] and 
abbreviate z + zf by writing 2’. More details about he vnAous groups are available in 
Coxeter [3]. 
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A tly subtler topologkai distinction is drawn in the next Iemma. 
2. Let G be the Euclidean simi?arities and h : C-, C an m&my homes- 
77m g and g’s h”gh both satisfy (i) scale factor > 3t (ii) scale_f~s:t~r 
(i;i) scak factor = 1. 
o cases are &amcterized by the existence of a fked paint x 6, C 
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Ir, the next sequence llemmats we show that topological equivalence isstsidy 
r than conjugacy equivalence in the Euclidean and hypxbofic phes. 
aacmlinatm (r, 49) wdd try ill of the form 
(r, 8)” - (ra-l, 8 -=p loi ra-%)” 
Thie! iwmm of this tmnsfcwmation is 
j (r, qh-, = 6”s 8 iv /3 log r) 
and we have 
(r, $)h-lgh = (ra, 0 t-/3 fog r)gh 
= (kr”, 8 +@ tog r + +)h 
= ((kr”)“*‘, 6 +@ log r + 9 -/f3 log(&r*)“-‘) 
= (k”-‘r, 8 + 3/ -/!? lag k”-‘). 
This ma&he:+ z -) ez provided 
k”--’ =e or cu:=logk and @=& 
Since Pet >1, ~1> 0 and h really is a homeomorphism. 
MVV suppose that 2’ - ,kZ is an opposite similarity with scale factor k > 1. This 
tim; we seek a komeomorphism h : C - ) C suck that t ““” = eZ. We try 
(r, iQh := (raMI, 49) 
(I; &p-’ th = (ra, 6)gh = (kra, -a 9)h = (ka-‘r, - 8) 
\’ . : ,. ti ma3,ches z 4+ eZ provided ar = loi; k. 
IQ 2be &reC an:1 opposite CPS we have found h”gh = g’ provided the scale factor 
of &+ ifi > 9. The l*emaining cases follcsw by taking inverses on both sides of this 
equati a73 pi eI 
We&n M tzh+z Euelide;a;a and hypeAx& isometries and find more instances of 
qualit& vely $im!ar con,! ugacy olaases being amalgamated by topological 
equiv&lence. 
We have already repI I;! :ked that we can use the simi;aritjr i: + d-‘z as 
~nj~~~~at~ng ho eomo~h~sm, 
hyperbolic pitie in the 
the conjugating 
in both cases. 
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d by topological equivalence. 
i,n YAW are modeling the hyperbolic ptane by the upper halfptane. If
i y then the homeomorphism 
.tk =e (u 4% 2i rrctan y) 
the paraflel displacement to the translation. Fig. 1 illustrates the situation. 
model (above) and h lane model (&low) showing that parallel displacamant (left) is 
te to translation fright) in the hyperbolic plane, 
owever it is probab 
. . 
~Pka& &et zB = d’%, let ,h be a hoasleomorphism and let g’ 5 h-‘gh be the con- 
j&$Ltd tratifoqz+on. Amfdiqh to Lemma 1 we can assume that zg’ = e“% and 
our task is t6 ,#rove that @’ = qi. 
If g kaperiodk SO i$ g’ ind we cam, nd neither I+ nor 
+’ is timmet&urabb with,r:t, If zg # et$se ina circle d: and the 
g’-orbit of zb = tt iao. dense ia a circle c’. It follows that 
cyclic order on these ci~les and pairs the image of z. un ’ with the image of 26 
under g’“, we have n$ > ~$24~ if and only if n&‘l> d2n. As n + 00 we obtain ti 
and ti$ter bounds of the form 
and these force #’ = ;+ #. 
If g has period n * 2 so does g’ and we can assume 0c + s W, 0 e:: I#‘1 G n. Since the 
cyclic groups generated by g and g’ are conjugate .we can make the further 
assumption that JI = 2a/n. 
19 ZO# 0,. then the g-orbit bf to lies on t! circle c centred at 0 and the g’-orbit oE 
2; = 2; lies on a topological circle c’ = ch Nhich winds once about 0. Let a be the arc 
of c between zo and z1 = xOg which subtends an angle 2~/n at 0 and let a’ = a h. The 
g4mages of a give a single cover of c by n successively abuttin congruent ifltervals. 
It follck that the g’-images of a’ give a single cover of c’ by n successively abutting 
congruent intervals. This farces [#‘I = 2?r/n as recluired. 
lk~~&. IIn higher dimensions roWions are harder to handle and the full stop)’ is still II 
not knowrr. Da Rharn [73 has shown that if an orthogonal transformation g is 
conjugate by a diffeomorphism of the n-sphere to another such transformatiion g’,
then g and g’ are conjugate in the orkinogonal group. Kuiper and Robblin [C] have 
shown the analogous result with conjugation by a homeomsrphism but under the 
assumption that g is not periodic. Finally Cappell and Shaneson ([13 and &ee alrso 621) 
jhiave announced two orthogonal transformations of the Ssphere which are topo- 
logically equivalent but nat lin ly equivalent. This is certainly si nificant for the 
homeomeric classification i  hi 
WC return to the! %dimensional sittiati . Our last lem-ma completes the 
nce is not coar3ef t acy class e~uivale~ 
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+ To b4litate co4q.rison with the fbst set of tables, ;hw transformations which represent more than 
0sd ctmjdgacy cl in their pup havt: Ften underfined. 
The M6bkx group is the group generated by inversions in circles on the Riemann 
spherr!. Ft con&s of direct ransformations I 4’ (QZ + b)/(cz + d), ad --Ihe # 0, which 
arise as pr0d~cts 3f two or four inversions and opposite tBMormatio?H z+ 
(sd ‘: biJ(cz -+ d), ad - bc Z 0, which arise as single inversions or products-of three 
ilW:3i0lW. 
hwsive geomcf;y h thz stu&y of circles, angles, cross ratio and other properties 
I&t ksrariant by :ki: Jb!iars group. PM of the reason for interest in invsrsiire 
~2 * 2 as a common foun&%on for the clas&a~ geomtties. 
Y at8 elements which commute with theanii 
To the transform&on t * (a;2 t b)/(aZ + d) WC can associate one half the trace of the 
matrix C@ its @ua:re,,rnamely, 
&lai2+ld12+2 Re E) vuhere ad -bc = 1. 
Except for the psibility of complex conjugation these complex numbers are . 
conjugacy class invariants. 
Theoreag 2. TOle first hlf of the foilowing table lists representatives of the cmjugacy 
classes of theiM&bt’us groups together with their algebraic nvariants. I’%e second half of 
the table lists representatives fo*r the top&gically distinct classes. 
Table 3 
Number of M6bius conjugacy classes 
fixed points Direct Opposite 
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’ Those transformationa which represent more than one conjugacy class hsve been underlined. 
proat. A bius transfarmation with no fixed points is conjugate to a spherical 
isometry no fixed points. The spherical classes of rotatory refiections are not 
amalgamated byMobius conjugation because uf the invariant cos ((1. Topological 
conjugation within the Mobius group can be composed to topollogicall conjugation 
within the spherical isometries and therefore these classes are not amalgamated by
topological conjugation either. 
A Mobius transformation with at feast one Exe 
For the most part the Euclidean classe 
occurs with the dilat 

